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Abstract
Laser action using non-coupled excitation and detection of microspheres made of Nd3+ doped
barium–titanium–silicate glass has been demonstrated and measured. The microspheres have
also been successfully deposited over Si3N4 strip waveguides with a SiO2 separation layer,
thus enabling the laser emission extraction onto a CMOS compatible photonic circuit. The
dynamics of the lasing wavelength and intensity has been studied as a function of the pump
power and interpreted in terms of thermal effects generated through non-radiative
recombination of the excited ions.
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
1. Introduction
Optical microcavities are structures where the light is confined
into a small volume by means of resonant phenomena.
In particular, microdisks, microrings, microtoroids and
microspheres use a total internal reflection mechanism
that produces the so called whispering gallery mode
(WGM) resonances. On fluorescent optical microcavities, the
luminescent spectrum of the active material is modulated
by the WGM spectrum, which may even enhance the
spontaneous emission rate. One of the most direct applications
of these structures is in chemical or bio-sensing [1], refractive
index sensing and temperature sensing [2, 3], but relevant
findings have also been achieved towards using them as
all-optical switches [4] and micro-mechanical oscillators [5].
Among all microresonators, the microspheres have some key
features: they can be made from many compositions including
polymers, crystalline or glassy phases, and they can have
ultra-high quality factors (Q) up to 8× 109 [6], which means
a very high storage time of the light in the resonant cavity.
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Figure 1. Left: experimental scheme employed in the experiments. The microsphere is positioned over a glass tip, pumped by the top green
laser. Signal is collected by the right side microscope objective and focused in the entrance of a spectrograph. Right: false colour images of
fluorescence induced by the pumping beam across the sphere at zero order of the grating (A) and spectral image of a lasing sphere showing
the speckles of the scattered laser light, centred at about 1065 nm (B). Both images are vertically elongated by optical defects.
The possibility of using micron sized, spherical particles
as resonators has been studied since the early days of lasers.
If a microsphere is doped with a high enough concentration
of rare earth ions, it creates an active cavity which acts
as both the gain medium and the resonant cavity for the
laser emission. During recent years, there has been an
enormous industrial interest in microscaled lasers with a
broad spectrum of applications, such as intrachip telecom and
lab-on-a-chip sensors. The idea of using spherical particles
for laser emission was first investigated by Garret et al [7]
using CaF2 spheres doped with samarium ions. The first
laser action in a solid-state sphere was demonstrated by
Baer [8] using Nd:YAG spheres with a diameter of 5 mm.
Recently, laser emission has been achieved at visible and NIR
wavelengths on various rare earth doped glass microspheres,
from cryogenic [9] to room temperature in silica [10, 11],
ZBNA [12], or phosphate [13] glasses, using Nd3+ or Er3+
ions as gain dopant.
The coupling of laser microspheres to Si3N4 waveguides
coated with SiO2 is a step towards the practical use of the
microsphere–waveguide combination as integrated lasers or
sensors due to the excellent properties of these waveguides
in terms of low scattering losses, no absorption losses and
compatibility with Si technology [14].
Recently, the barium–titanium–silicate (BTS) glass has
been studied and converted into a glass–ceramic with high
non-linear coefficients [15] by conventional thermal treatment
or by laser heating [16]. A further interesting property is that
the BTS material can be fabricated in a way that combines
glass phase and nanocrystalline phases. In this work we have
focused our studies on the glass phase and obtained laser
action in BTS microspheres doped with Nd3+ under direct
excitation. Moreover, in spite of the previous papers that
usually limit the studies to microspheres coupled to tapered
fibres or waveguides, the detection of the laser emission has
been carried also using a non-coupled system. The thermal
behaviour of the optical properties of microsphere resonators
has been studied previously [17, 18]. However, the laser
intensity and its dynamics were not regarded, which is one
of the main goals of this work.
2. Experimental details
The microspheres were produced from a BTS glass with
the composition of 40%BaO–20%TiO2–40%SiO2 and doped
with 1.5% Nd2O3 (in the molar ratio). Commercial powders
of ACS reagent grade (purity ≥ 99.9%) BaCO3, TiO2, SiO2,
and Nd2O3 were mixed and melted in a platinum–rhodium
crucible at 1500 ◦C for one hour in an electric furnace. After
this, the melt was poured between bronze plates following the
melt-quenching method.
Microspheres can be made by different methods; these
include polishing, chemical etching and rapid quenching of
liquid droplets. In this work, the microspheres are fabricated
by the method exposed by Elliot et al [19] from the precursor
glass mentioned above. Using this technique, microspheres of
diameters ranging from 10 to 100 µm were obtained.
The experimental setup used is schematized in figure 1.
The collection setup consists of a microscope objective (NA=
0.4) placed on an xyz stage. A linear polarizer is placed just
after the objective in the collimated beam region. The signal
is focused onto the entrance slit of a 3/4 m spectrograph,
with two exit ports, CCD camera or photomultiplier (PMT).
The whole collection system allows a maximum resolution of
about 0.06 nm. Indeed, since the sample holder possesses an
independent xyz movement, it is possible to situate the region
of the microspheres to be analysed at the centre of the entrance
slit. As previously studied [20], the air–sphere interface is
the best zone to observe the resonances corresponding to
the WGM. The setup presents the particularity of efficiently
collecting the emitted signal, not only within a reduced solid
angle around the collection axis direction (given by the NA
of the objective), but also of a small physical volume. The
importance of analysing a reduced region of the emitting
microsphere has been pointed out recently [21], revealing
that different resonance positions and quality factors can be
observed depending on the analysed zone.
In order to excite the Nd3+ ions, we have employed
the 514 nm line of an Ar+ ion laser, which is absorbed by
the 4I9/2 → 4G9/2 transition of Nd3+ ions. This wavelength
increases the thermal effects regarding the most common
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Figure 2. Left: spectra obtained at low pump power (90 mW, black curves) and high pump power (125 mW, red curves). The top (bottom)
panel shows the results when collecting from the lateral (central) part of the microsphere. The collection objective positions with respect to
the microsphere for both cases are also illustrated. Right: dependence of the intensity of at λ = 1064.4 nm (blue arrow in top left) and at
λ = 1058.3 nm (green arrow in top left).
808 nm used to pump directly the 4I9/2 → 4F5/2 transition.
The pump laser is focused on the top of a single microsphere
by means of a long working distance and low NA objective,
which provides a spot size of few micrometres and a power
flux about 104 W cm−2. The exact pumping zone can also
be micro-controlled independently. A previous study [20]
revealed that the centre of the sphere is the best zone to pump
the resonances. To study the dynamics of the thermal effects
on the emission of the microsphere, a mechanical chopper was
added to the pump laser.
For the non-coupled experiments, microspheres were
positioned on the top of a glass tip. We have also positioned
the microspheres over a buried strip Si3N4 waveguide
fabricated with standard CMOS procedures embedded in
SiO2, which was used for extracting the laser light.
The separation of the SiO2 layer among the sphere and
the waveguides is about 150 nm. The diameter of the
microspheres studied in this work is in the 45–55 µm range
and their measured quality factor is limited by the resolution
of our setup, i.e. at least 104.
3. Results and discussion
In figure 1 (right) (A) it is shown the zero order image of the
sphere obtained by filtering out the pumping laser. It shows an
intense fluorescence in the pumping laser path corresponding
to the broad Nd3+ bands centred on wavelengths 810, 890
and 1060 nm. At high enough pumping powers, lasing action
has been observed, which is illustrated in figure 1 (right)
(B) with an image of the microsphere at a lasing wavelength
(λlas = 1065 nm). This image has been obtained by tuning the
spectrograph to λlas and opening the input spectrograph slit to
its maximum width. It is worth noting that the resolution of
the spectrograph under these conditions (∼2 nm) allows the
spectral isolation from other lasing modes.
In figure 2 (left), the two curves of the bottom panel
show the spectra obtained when observing the central region
of the microsphere at a pump power below laser threshold
(LT) in black (90 mW) and at a pump power above LT in
red (125 mW). To obtain this, the focus of the collection
objective is at the physical centre of the sphere and only a
reduced emitting volume around this point is collected. The
black line shows the typical measured emission spectrum
corresponding to the well known 4F3/2 → 4I11/2 transition of
Nd3+ ions randomly located within a BTS glass. This signal is
mainly associated with direct emission towards the objective.
At high pump power, two narrow peaks corresponding to
laser light at 1064.4 and 1062.5 nm are collected thanks to
a scattering process occurring within the microsphere. This
result is similar to that of Murugan et al [22] when they
collect from the top and side of the microsphere. It is also
consistent with the image of figure 1 (right) (B), in which
scattering processes illuminate the whole sphere volume with
laser light.
In the top panel of figure 2, the curves illustrate the
situation when collecting the light emitted from the boundary
of the microsphere (the focus of the objective is the same
as in the previous case, but the emitting volume is centred
on the sphere boundary). When the ions are embedded in
the glass microsphere, their emission band is modulated with
the resonant spectral features typical of photonic circular
cavities, i.e. the WGMs, giving rise to the spectra shown
in this panel. In this case, the signal associated with the
WGMs is mainly due to the radiative loss mechanism of
WGMs with wavevectors aligned with the collection axis.
As previously, the black line shows the spectrum below LT
(90 mW) while the red line the spectrum above LT (125 mW).
The units of the top and bottom panels are consistent and
show that much more laser light can be received from the
central part of the microsphere. The laser wavelength matches
in both configurations but does not fit with any of the WGMs
observed at low pump power, even taking into account the
spectral shift observed in the WGMs at high powers due
to thermal effects. Both facts indicate that the laser light
collected in this configuration is also a result of a scattering
process. Moreover, we can conclude that the laser mode
is originally built up within a WGM following a circular
trajectory in a different plane from those allowed by the
3
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Figure 3. Emission spectra of microspheres at various chopped pump powers. The chopper frequency is 75 Hz and the duty cycle 50%.
Only the resonances showing bright laser emission are visible on the graphs. Left: free air sphere showing a multimode laser. Right: sphere
coupled to a Si3N4 waveguide showing a single mode laser.
collection system. In a previous work [21], we demonstrated
that the passive losses can present different values depending
on the orientation of the plane in which the trajectory of the
mode is contained, directly impacting in the Q of the WGM.
Thus, WGMs embedded in a trajectory with high Q are more
favoured to support a lasing mode than one with lower Q.
Apart from this, it also has to be taken into account that
the pumping laser efficiency over the sphere volume is not
uniform, which certainly will favour certain trajectories over
others.
The significant spectral deviation of the lasing wave-
length with respect to the closest WGM could be explained
in terms of two different causes that are compatible with our
observations. First, the microsphere presents a certain degree
of ellipticity, so the WGM originating the laser action follows
an optical path different from that of the WGM of the same
order that is efficiently collected. On the other side, the high
local intensity within the volume covered by the lasing mode
originates changes in the refractive index associated with
second order non-linear effects.
By analysing the behaviour of the signal intensity at a
lasing wavelength with the pumping power (shown on figure 2
(right)) the LT power is obtained. Indeed, an LT of about
100 mW has been extracted at the lasing wavelength λ =
1064.4 nm (blue arrow in figure 2 (left) top), which is similar
to what is observed for other lasing resonances. It is worth
mentioning that the signal below LT has a different origin
than that observed above LT. Instead, for a resonance placed at
λ = 1058.3 nm (green arrow in figure 2 (left)) no laser action
occurs and a sublinear behaviour with power is observed for
the analysed power range. Moreover, it is remarkable that the
intensity of the laser emission decreases at pump powers well
above LT. This result could be explained on the basis of the
increment of non-radiative decay channels due to the heating
of the microsphere. This effect can be strongly reduced by
changing the pump wavelength to about 808 nm in order to
pump directly the 4F3/2 electronic level and avoiding the extra
energy being lost as heat. In fact, a strong reduction of the LT
would be expected together with an increase of the absolute
emitted power.
The maximum intensity measured at the laser wavelength
when collecting from the centre corresponds to a power of
about 10 µW. Nevertheless, since in this configuration we are
not efficiently collecting the laser signal, the actual emitted
power must be orders of magnitude higher.
In figure 3, the two graphs show the emission spectra of
microspheres at various pump powers using a chopped pump
at 75 Hz (duty cycle of 50%). Due to the linear character of
the colour scale, only the laser emissions are clearly visible.
The left graph corresponds to a free air sphere and the right
one to a sphere coupled to a buried Si3N4 rib-waveguide.
On the free air sphere (left) it can be seen that the LT
is about 20 mW at 1063 nm, which is nearly five times
lower LT than in the case of a continuous wave pump (about
100 mW). The multimode laser emission at pump powers
above 30 mW is also very clear. We will demonstrate in
the following that the decrease of the LT with frequency is
related to a decrease of the average temperature of the sphere,
leading to an attenuation of the efficiency of non-radiative
recombination mechanisms.
In the right graph, the coupled microsphere shows a
higher LT of about 90 mW. The significantly higher LT
observed for the coupled spheres is probably a consequence
of a strong decrease of the overall quality factor (Q)
of the coupled structure due to an overcoupling to the
waveguide [23], i.e. the gap distance is too small. For the
same reason, under continuous wave experiments the coupled
system does not show laser emission at reasonable pump
powers (<300 mW). The LT might not even be reached by
further increasing the pump power, since, as we will show
later, thermal effects reduce the light emission efficiency at
the expense of non-radiative recombination mechanisms.
For the particular case shown on the right graph, we have
observed only a single laser mode. In other coupled spheres,
double mode lasing has also been observed. In any case, far
fewer laser modes can be observed in comparison to the free
air spheres. The main reason is twofold. On the one hand,
the quality factor has been harmed by the presence of the
waveguide and the conditions for lasing are more restrictive.
On the other hand, only laser modes whose evanescent field
couples to the waveguide modes can be seen at the waveguide
output. In other words, similarly to what is reported in [22],
the sphere might be lasing in other modes, probably with
lower LT, that are not coupled to the buried waveguide.
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Figure 4. Left: graph showing the spectra for the multimode laser region for a free air sphere, at different chopper frequencies, while
keeping the pump power constant. The colour bar shows the normalized intensity. Right: dependence of the intensity (black) and FWHM
(red) with the chopper frequency of the 1065 nm laser resonance.
Figure 5. Left: dependence of the intensity on time for different wavelengths. The blue curve is the chopper signal and the narrow peaks
are the laser signal at different wavelengths. Right: temporal dependence of the wavelength and of the temporal FWHM of the left graph.
Inset: integrated intensity of the 4F3/2 → 4I9/2 transition obtained in a bulk sample calibrated with temperature under c.w. excitation.
As shown previously, chopping the pump laser reduces
the LT of the microspheres. In order to have more insight into
this effect, we have studied the behaviour of the laser emission
with the chopper frequency at a fixed pump power of 125 mW,
and integrating for enough time to average over multiple
cycles (shown in figure 4). The plot shows a multimode
emission with laser resonances from 1060 to 1075 nm; it can
be seen that the intensity of the emission is not independent
of the frequency, as could be expected for a constant pump
power. The black curve of the right panel plots the detailed
intensity of the brightest laser resonance at 1065 nm, where
it is clear that it monotonically increases up to stabilization
at 200 Hz. As the pump power remains constant in this
experiment and the output intensity increases about ninefold,
the efficiency of the emission is increased by about one order
of magnitude only by optimizing the chopper frequency. The
red curve represents the full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of the resonance, showing a line narrowing with frequency
down to the resolution limit. It is worth mentioning that the
effects for the chopping frequency on the spectral content
of Nd3+ doped chalcogenic laser microspheres have already
been noted [24], but not studied in depth.
On the other hand, time resolved measurements on a
bulk glass sample allowed extraction of a radiative lifetime
of about 110 µs at room temperature, which is 50 times
shorter than the illumination time of a 200 Hz signal. Also,
the cavity-lifetime or storage time of the highest quality
microspheres reported (Q = ωτstorage = 108) can be at most
of the order of 50 ns, while our resonator at Q = 14 000
would have a storage time of about 5 ps. This means that,
at the studied frequency of 200 Hz, it can be considered to
be working on stationary conditions both for the emitting
material and for the geometrical cavity.
Thus, the possible explanation for the results shown in
figure 4 is found in the temporal variations of the sphere
temperature. Indeed, the FWHM of the resonance is a result
of an inhomogeneous broadening due to a relatively slow
process (in the millisecond range) of temperature stabilization
in which the optical path of the observed mode changes
during the pump pulse. These changes can be associated with
modifications in the refractive index, in the sphere radius or
in both [18]. Concerning the increase of the lasing signal
with frequency, it seems clear that it reflects an improvement
of the emission efficiency since the measured Q value is
not affected by the temperature. Therefore, the decrease of
the LT with frequency is mainly ascribed to a decrease of
the average temperature of the sphere, and therefore to an
attenuation of the radiative emission efficiency quenching due
to the presence of non-radiative recombination mechanisms.
Time resolved measurements have been made in order
to confirm our hypothesis regarding the effect of the pump
laser frequency on Q and on the lasing wavelength. Figure 5
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(left) shows the temporal evolution of the laser light under a
20 Hz pump. The different curves correspond to the temporal
evolution of the emitted signal at fixed wavelengths. We can
conclude the following.
(i) The wavelength of the laser emission redshifts as a
function of the delay time with respect to the starting
point of the pump pulse. This is compatible with a
thermal expansion of the microsphere and an increase
of the material refractive index, which is the normal
behaviour of a BTS glass [18].
(ii) There is a slow decrease of the maximum intensity
with time. This is explained in terms of the quenching
of the emission signal produced by the increase of
non-radiative recombination assisted by phonons, which
is enhanced with the temperature. The calculated change
in temperature produces a decrease in the emission
efficiency of about 60% (inset of figure 5 (right)), which
is consistent with that observed in figure 5 (left). Indeed,
the inset of figure 5 (right) shows the decrease of the
4F3/2→ 4I9/2 transition integrated intensity as a function
of the temperature for a bulk sample of Nd3+ doped BTS
glass. It is worth noting that the latter measurement was
carried out at constant pump power inside an electric
furnace with temperature control.
(iii) The redshift speed decreases as a function of time.
The black curve of figure 5 (right) shows the temporal
FWHM (t-FWHM) of the laser signal as a function of
time for a fixed wavelength. The t-FWHM is inversely
proportional to the speed of the laser spectral shift during
the pump pulse, which is at the same time associated
with the temperature increase. This speed is higher at
the beginning and lower at the end of the pumping pulse
due to stabilization of temperature. The red curve of
figure 5 (right) shows the lasing wavelength as a function
of time, where a sort of saturation is appreciated for
longer times. We have fitted the latter curve with an
exponential law and extracted a stabilization wavelength
of 1065.05 nm with a typical stabilization time (time to
reach the 1/e of the total wavelength shift) of about 7 ms.
This stabilization speed is of the same order to the value
measured independently by Carmon [24] and Lin [10] in
silica microspheres.
According to a previous work [18], a wavelength shift of
11 pm K−1 is expected for this material and a similar
microsphere size. From the exponential fit of the experimental
curve we can extract a total wavelength shift of 0.85 nm,
which indicates that due to the laser heating the temperature
has been increased by 77 K at 125 mW.
4. Conclusions
Laser emission has been achieved and studied on Nd3+ doped
BTS glass microspheres with diameters of about 50 µm. We
have studied microspheres both in an isolated configuration
and vertically coupled to Si3N4 strip waveguides fabricated
using CMOS compatible techniques. The laser intensity and
its power efficiency were studied in terms of the pump power
and temporal chopping frequency. The laser thresholds found
are to be about 100 mW for an isolated microsphere under a
continuous wave pump and 20 mW under a 300 Hz chopped
pump. The microspheres coupled to the strip waveguides do
not present laser emission on the continuous wave pump
at pump power lower than 300 mW, but showed an LT of
125 mW at the 300 Hz chopped pump.
The decrease of LT with chopper frequency is directly
associated with a diminution of the average temperature of
the microspheres.
We have analysed the temporal behaviour of the
wavelength position and the intensity of the lasing emission
and extracted a redshift and a diminution of the intensity
respectively. These phenomena have been explained in
terms of thermal processes originated by the non-radiative
recombination of the excited ions.
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